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Alcohol mediated resistance switching behavior in metal-organic frameworks based electronic devices

Yaqing Liu, Hong Wang, Wenxiong Shi, Weina Zhang, Jiancan Yu, Bevita K. Chandran, Chenlong Cui, Bowen Zhu, Zhiyuan Liu, Bin Li, Cai Xu, Zhiling Xu, Shuzhou Li, Wei Huang, Fengwei Huo,* Xiaodong Chen*

Abstract: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have drawn increasing attentions as promising candidates for functional devices. Herein, we present MOF films in constructing memory devices with alcohol mediated resistance switching property, where the resistance state is controlled by applying alcohol vapors to achieve multilevel information storage. The ordered packing mode and the hydrogen bonding system of the guest molecules adsorbed in MOF crystals is proved to be the reason for the alcohol mediated electrical switching. This chemically mediated memory device can be a candidate in achieving environment-responsive device and exhibits potential applications in wearable information storage systems.

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), a kind of porous crystalline materials constructed by metal linkers and organic linkers, have been widely utilized as significant platforms for catalysis,[1] gas storage and separation, as well as sensing of chemical vapors.[2] Recently, increasing attentions are paid to the practicability of MOFs in electronic industry, due to the various assemblies by functional components and diverse intermolecular interactions between guest molecules and the host framework.[3] Although the insulating nature would always limit their utilities in constructing electronic devices, some achievements had already been made to improve the conductivity of MOFs by loading conductive guest molecules and ions,[4] which inspired a chemical means to control the electrical property in device. However, there are still challenges for MOFs to work as functional units in common electronics, such as the mismatch between the crystallinity of MOFs and device manufacturing techniques.[5] Herein, we report that a kind of MOF thin film with dense nanostructure can be easily involved in device fabrication and present reliable resistance switching behavior, which is widely used in realizing artificial memories. Meanwhile, by adsorbing small molecules via host-guest interactions, the resistance switching performance could be chemically modulated, exhibiting the potential to overcome the gap between chemical information and electrical property.[6]

Resistance switching memory has gained increasing attention as a promising candidate for the next-generation memory device due to its non-volatility, stable performance, high density, and easy fabrication process.[7] The fundamental characteristic of such a memory device is repeatable resistance switching in an active material, triggered and modulated by different physical operating parameters, such as electrical stimuli,[8] magnetic field,[9] temperature,[10] or light.[11] However, learning and memory, which are crucial aspects of the information storage systems in human brain, are chemically mediated processes that are usually triggered and regulated by chemical molecules and ions.[12] Hence, to extend the functionality and adaptability of resistance switching devices, memories with chemical responsiveness would be promising and attractive in constructing smart devices. Thus, due to the adsorption property of MOFs, we hypothesize that MOFs could not only work as active material to perform resistance switching effect, but also endow the memory behavior with chemical responsiveness to guest molecules, such as gases and organic vapors. Therefore, the adsorbed molecules in MOFs would provide a typical and valuable platform to connect the intermolecular interaction and electrical performance, and realize the chemically mediated properties in electrical memory devices.

Figure 1. Strategy and morphology of the ZIF-8 based memory devices. a), Schematic figure of ZIF-8 based memory device arrays with alcohol mediated property. b), crystal structure of ZIF-8. c), AFM image of ZIF-8 film on silicon wafer. SEM images of the top (d) and cross view (e) of the fabricated device arrays. The thickness of one layer ZIF-8 film is around 60 nm.

As a proof of concept, we present a promising design for an alcohol mediated multilevel resistance switching device based on MOFs (Figure 1a). A zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8) crystal (Figure 1b), that has permanent porosity and show high chemical and thermal stability among MOF materials,[2a, 13] was selected to fabricate the memory device. A uniform ZIF-8 thin film was sandwiched between the electrodes to form the Ag/ZIF-8/Si device and alcohol vapors were used to demonstrate the chemically mediated memory effect. Notably, the device can also
exhibit multilevel resistance switching property. Moreover, by fabricating the device on a soft substrate, we can realize a flexible as well as chemically responsive memory device. This strategy is proved to be a promising and effective design in the construction of wearable information storage devices with environment-responsive nature, which would be a prospective candidate for the next generation devices and synapses in neuromorphic computation systems.

First of all, we fabricated ZIF-8 thin films to work as insulator layer in a typical sandwiched memory device structure (Figure S1, Figure 1d,e). In ambient condition, I-V curves of the Ag/ZIF-8/Si device showed typical resistance switching characteristics with the non-volatile nature (Figure 2a, Figure S2a), when a voltage bias was applied to the top Ag electrode while the silicon electrode was grounded. Device to device distributions of the high resistance state (HRS) and low resistance state (LRS) range from 1.91 × 10^10 Ω to 2.54 × 10^13 Ω, and 1.34 × 10^3 Ω to 4.55 × 10^4 Ω under a 300 mV read voltage, as well as the V_set and V_reset locate in 1.80 V to 2.65 V, and -0.80 V to -2.45 V (Figure S2c,d). The endurance and retention tests conducted on the memory devices showed that the LRS and HRS were well separated and the resistance OFF/ON ratio remained at 10^6 for repeated voltage sweeping cycles or under a continuous read voltage (Figure S2). These results suggest the potential suitability for applying the ZIF-8 based devices in nonvolatile memory applications.

The mechanism of resistance switching effect relies on the combined action of the formation of Ag nanoparticles in insulator layer through electro-migration and the electrons hopping effect in between the nanoparticles that leads to LRS, which would be fractured by application of reverse electric field in the reset process, causing the resistance state of the memory device to switch back to HRS (see Supporting Information for details, Figure S3-S6).

Then, we chose methanol, which has a large dipole moment and abundant hydrogen bonding interactions among the molecules, as a prototype molecule to pursue the chemically mediated memory property. We tested the ZIF-8 based devices in saturated methanol vapor condition, and obtained a typical nonvolatile resistance switching property (Figure 2a, Figure S7). Although this process is similar to that exhibited by the memory device operated in air, the data level of the memory device is noticeably changed by methanol vapor. The HRS resistance of the ZIF-8 based memory devices decreased dramatically when the device working condition changed from air into saturated methanol vapor, and the corresponding OFF/ON ratio decreased to around 10^5 (Figure 2b, Figure S7, S11). We conducted a tracking test which revealed that the resistance of HRS for device in methanol vapor gradually decreases to another stable resistance state, and the curve of changing resistance fits the adsorption isotherm of methanol by ZIF-8 crystals, which present the chemically mediated nature of ZIF-8 based memory device (Figure S8). Moreover, upon desorption of the methanol molecules in ZIF-8 crystals, the HRS resistance reverts back to the initial state, and this process could be repeated by adsorbing and desorbing methanol molecules (Figure 2b), which prove the chemically responsive nature of the devices. This reliable resistance switching property, that exhibit well separated resistance states and the endurance of switching behavior between them triggered by electrical and chemical stimuli, can be further applied in achieving multilevel data storage.

![Figure 2. Methanol mediated resistance switching property of ZIF-8 based memory devices. a). A comparison of I-V curves of the Ag/ZIF-8/Si device in voltage sweeping mode in saturated methanol vapor (dashed line) and air (rigid line) at room temperature. The compliance current is set to 1 × 10^-10 A. b). Repeated cycles of the resistance states switching of the devices working in air and saturated methanol vapor under a 300 mV read voltage. c). Typical I-V curves of ZIF-8 based memory devices in air and different saturated alcohol vapors. d). Statistical analysis of the two resistance states in different saturated alcohol vapors under a 300 mV readout voltage at room temperature. e). Schematic figure of the ZIF-8 based device at the OFF state: while applying negative voltage on the top electrode, a positive charged gap would form at bottom interface, and the methanol molecules adsorbed in ZIF-8 crystals would play an essential role in tuning the HRS and OFF/ON ratio.](image)
the dipole of methanol aligning largely along the direction of the external field (Figure 3b). The distribution of the angles of hydrogen bonds with c-axis mainly locate in the range of 27.5 - 47.5 degree with increasing strength of electric field. Under the applied electric field, with strength of 100 mV/nm (corresponding working voltage is about 1.7 V, Figure S9), more than 70% of methanol molecules were well packed in an ordered mode along the direction of the electric field (Figure 3c). Moreover, in saturated methanol vapor condition, the average number of hydrogen bonds in a single cell of ZIF-8 crystal (Nc) and the average number of hydrogen bonds per adsorbed molecule (Nd) without applied electric field was calculated to be 21.7 and 0.79, respectively. These two values gradually decreased to 19.4 and 0.71 when the strength of electric field was increased to 100 mV/nm (Figure 3d, Figure S12), suggesting that, only a small part of the hydrogen bonds break as the cost of the ordered rearrangement of the methanol molecules. This orderly packed methanol in ZIF-8 pores with extensive hydrogen bonded network would work as electron transfer pathways to decrease the HRS resistance of ZIF-8 based memory device and finally form a new resistance state.

With a view to verify the role of hydrogen bonding systems in the memory performance, a control experiment was performed using acetonitrile as the guest molecule. Compared with methanol, acetonitrile has similar polarity and loading amount in ZIF-8 crystals (Figure S10), but cannot form hydrogen bonds with each other. In saturated acetonitrile vapor, the resistance switching property of ZIF-8 based memory didn’t show much difference with the one operated in air (Figure S10a). Especially, the range of HRS resistance was nearly the same as that in air (Figure S10b), and didn’t show any decrease in resistance like the devices working in methanol vapor, indicating that the abundant hydrogen bonding interactions between methanol molecules is an essential factor in achieving this chemically mediated memory performance.

Based on the methanol mediated resistance switching properties, we confirm that alcohols with different length of carbon chains, which show regularity in physicochemical properties, would endow a series of regular memory characteristics in chemically mediated memory devices (Figure 2c). Figure 2d and Figure S11 show the statistical analysis of the HRS, LRS resistance and OFF/ON ratio of ZIF-8 based memory devices operated in saturated vapors of respective alcohols. The LRS resistance didn’t show much difference in each condition. But, as the number of carbon atoms in alcohols decreased, an obvious trend of decreasing HRS resistance and OFF/ON ratio is observed. In saturated methanol or ethanol vapor, the HRS resistance and OFF/ON ratio were respectively hundreds or tens of times lower than the one in air. But for butanol and propanol, which have longer carbon chain in molecular structure, the relative memory performances of ZIF-8 based memory device were quite similar to that in air.

We also introduced molecular dynamics simulations to reveal the relationship between the memory performance and alcohol structures (Figure 3d, Figure S12). The two values Nc and Nd of the four alcohols showed an obvious decreasing trend with increasing number of carbon atoms in their molecular structures, which match well with the results of the memory performance tested in corresponding alcohol vapor condition. Under external electric field of 100 mV/nm strength, each butanol or propanol molecule contains 0.31 or 0.41 hydrogen bonds, and each cell of ZIF-8 crystal has only 3.64 or 5.53 hydrogen bonds between butanol or propanol molecules, respectively. In contrast, for methanol, 19.4 hydrogen bonds in each ZIF-8 cell would dramatically decrease the HRS; and for ethanol, these two values are 0.47 (Nd) and 7.84 (Nc), revealing that ethanol molecules would form more hydrogen bonds in ZIF-8 cages than butanol or propanol, causing a small decrease in HRS resistance (Figure 2d). So the inability of alcohols with longer chains to form efficient electron transfer pathways in the pores of ZIF-8 and tune the memory performance can possibly be attributed to the decline in the number of hydrogen bonds between the molecules in ZIF-8 cells.

The chemically mediated resistance switching property and the simulation results can be further illustrated by the adsorptive characteristics of different alcohols in ZIF-8 crystals. Firstly, the variation trend of HRS resistance and OFF/ON ratio fits the regularity of the loading amount of different alcohols in ZIF-8 crystals under each saturated vapor condition. Particularly, the significantly higher saturation loading amount of methanol (10
mmol(g) compared to other alcohols might be the most evident reason for the specificity of methanol.[22] Secondly, the limit for packing mode of alcohol molecules with longer carbon chains in small ZIF-8 cages would impede the formation of efficient hydrogen bonding system, due to the stronger steric hindrance and affinity with hydrophobic ZIF-8 skeleton.[19, 22, 25] So the methanol molecules, with the highest loading amount in ZIF-8 crystals and the weakest interaction with the framework among these four alcohols, present the most abundant hydrogen binding interactions and show the most significant influence on the resistance switching properties of Ag/ZIF-8/Si devices.

Finally, we demonstrate ZIF-8 based devices on soft substrates, which would make this chemically mediated memory device a candidate in constructing flexible and wearable electronics.[26] The alcohol mediated resistance switching property can still perform well in bending state (Figure S13, Figure S14b). In addition, we incorporated ZIF-8 based flexible memory devices on a wrist strap to demonstrate their prospective application in wearable electronics (Figure S14a). The chemically mediated memory properties were well exhibited by the devices on the minimal bending radius (14.2 mm) part on this elliptic shaped wrist strap (Figure S14c,d). Moreover, tuned by electrical and chemical stimuli, the resistance switching property between different data levels was shown in a continuous reading process, which presents the integrated effect of the responsiveness of ZIF-8 based memories in alcohol vapor and the electrical resistance switching behavior (Figure S15). Thus, the reliability of the alcohol mediated nature of ZIF-8 based flexible memory shows the potential application prospect of chemically mediated resistance switching devices in environment-responsive wearable electronics.

In summary, we have successfully fabricated alcohol mediated memory devices based on ZIF-8 films with reliable resistance switching property. Notably, the chemical responsiveness of the devices can be attributed to the supramolecular interactions between the guest molecules (alcohols) in the ZIF-8 crystals, as validated by molecular dynamics simulations and the adsorption characteristics of the different alcohol vapors. Furthermore, we achieved a flexible ZIF-8 based resistance switching device while maintaining its chemically responsive property, which exhibits potential applications in wearable electronics. Recently, the development of memory devices with tunable resistance switching property, that could expand their applicability to environment-responsive devices and sensors, has began to draw considerable attentions.[27] This work will be instructive in the study of chemically mediated memory processes and such cooperation of device engineering and supramolecular chemistry are expected to provide more opportunities in the construction of functional synapses and smart devices.

**Experimental Section**

Experimental Details are provided in the Supporting Information.
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Alcohol mediated memory devices with reliable resistance switching property were realized in metal-organic framework (MOF) films. The memory behavior can be controlled by the intermolecular interactions among the guest molecules adsorbed in MOF crystals to achieve multilevel information storage.
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